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ABSTRACT

Global morphometric models can be useful for earth and planetary studies. Virtual globes — programs implementing interactive three-dimensional (3D) models of planets — are increasingly used in geo- and planetary sciences. We describe the development of a desktop system of virtual morphometric globes for Mars and the Moon. As the initial data, we used 15'-gridded global digital elevation models (DEMs) extracted from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) and the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) gridded archives. For two celestial bodies, we derived global digital models of several morphometric attributes, such as horizontal curvature, vertical curvature, minimal curvature, maximal curvature, and catchment area. To develop the system, we used Blender, the free open-source software for 3D modeling and visualization. First, a 3D sphere model was generated. Second, the global morphometric maps were imposed to the sphere surface as textures. Finally, the real-time 3D graphics Blender engine was used to implement rotation and zooming of the globes. The testing of the developed system demonstrated its good performance. Morphometric globes clearly represent peculiarities of planetary topography, according to the physical and mathematical sense of a particular morphometric variable.

1. Introduction

Topography is one of the fundamental characteristics of a planetary body. In this connection, methods of geomorphometry are widely used to solve various multiscale problems of geosciences (Moore et al., 1991; Wilson and Gallant, 2000; Li et al., 2005; Hengl and Reuter, 2009; Florinsky, 2016). Geomorphometry is a science of quantitative modeling and analysis of the topographic surface and relationships between topography and other natural components of geosystems. Properties of the topographic surface are described by morphometric variables, such as horizontal curvature ($k_h$), vertical curvature ($k_v$), minimal curvature ($k_{min}$), maximal curvature ($k_{max}$), catchment area (CA), etc. (Table 1). Geomorphometric modeling and mapping allow one to describe geometry of landforms, to quantify topographic prerequisites of gravity-driven overland and intrasoil lateral transport of liquids (water and/or other substances), and to reveal or delineate topographically expressed endo- and exogenic structures (e.g., lineaments, destroyed craters, palaeo-channels, palaeo-deltas).

Notice that morphometric variables describe a surface in gravity regardless of the surface origin and the existence of water or other liquids on the surface. Geomorphometric modeling is associated with the concept of general geomorphometry, which is defined as "the measurement and analysis of those characteristics of landform which are applicable to any continuous rough surface.... General geomorphometry as a whole provides a basis for the quantitative comparison even of qualitatively different landscapes, and it can adapt methods of surface analysis used outside geomorphology" (Evans, 1972, p. 18). Thus, although geomorphometric methods were originally focused on terrestrial landscapes, they can be naturally applied to study extra-terrestrial topography.

In the last years, significant progress has been made in the development and application of virtual globes (Tuttle et al., 2008; Kennedy, 2009; Blaschke et al., 2012). Virtual globes are programs implementing interactive three-dimensional (3D) models of celestial bodies. The list of virtual globes includes World Wind (NASA, 2003–2011), Earth3D (Gumia, 2004–2015), Google Earth (Google, 2005–2014), Marble (KDE, 2007–2014), Cesium (AGI, 2012–2015), and others. Virtual globes enable to carry out 3D multi-scale visualization of complex spatially distributed multi-layer data with capabilities to move around the globe and to change the user viewing angle and position relative to the globe. Virtual globes are increasingly used to solve various tasks of geosciences at various spatial scales (Chen and Bailey, 2011; Paraskevas, 2011; Guth, 2012; Whitmeyer et al., 2012; Yu and Gong, 2012; Zhu et al., 2014, 2016; Scheffers et al., 2015; Müller et al., 2016).

Global morphometry of the Earth and other celestial bodies can be useful for earth and planetary studies (Cazenave et al., 1989; Solomon et al., 1991; Graham et al., 1999; Smith et al., 1999; Vörösmarty et al.,...
In hypsometric tinting, a topographic surface is subdivided into a set of popular cartographic approaches: (a) hypsometric tinting, (b) analytical methods, and (c) color relief shading. In hypsometric tinting, a topographic surface is subdivided into a set of topographic elements, such as ridges and valleys. A measure of relative deceleration and acceleration of gravity-driven flows (the second mechanism of flow accumulation). Overland and intraslope lateral flows are characterized by $k_n < 0$, and they are diverged where $k_n > 0$. Geomorphologically, $k_n$ mapping allows revealing ridge and valley spurs (divergence and convergence areas, correspondingly), which combination reveals so-called flow structures.

Minimal curvature, $k_{\text{min}}$ (m$^{-1}$)

$k_{\text{min}}$ is a curvature of a principal section with the lowest value of curvature at a given point of the topographic surface. Geomorphologically, positive values of $k_{\text{min}}$ correspond to local convex landforms, while their negative values relate to valleys.

Maximal curvature, $k_{\text{max}}$ (m$^{-1}$)

$k_{\text{max}}$ is a curvature of a principal section with the highest value of curvature at a given point of the topographic surface. Geomorphologically, positive values of $k_{\text{max}}$ correspond to ridges, while their negative values relate to local concave landforms.

Catchment area, CA (m$^2$)

CA is an area of a closed figure formed by a contour segment at a given point of the topographic surface and two flow lines coming from upslope to the contour segment ends. CA is a measure of the contributing area. Geomorphologically, CA mapping allows revealing ridge and thalweg networks.

Any DEM includes high-frequency noise leading to the derivation of useless, noisy digital models and unreadable maps of morphometric variables (Florinsky, 2002). The problem can be partially resolved by DEM smoothing. To suppress high-frequency noise, the DEMs were smoothed using a $3 \times 3$ moving window. The Mars and Moon DEMs were twice and thrice smoothed, correspondingly. The number of smoothing was chosen empirically to provide visually smooth and readable patterns on global morphometric maps.

For Mars and the Moon, we derived global digital models of several morphometric attributes — $k_n$, $k_v$, $k_{\text{min}}$, $k_{\text{max}}$, and CA (Table 1) — from the smoothed DEMs. We chose these variables due to the following reasons. First, $k_n$, $k_v$, $k_{\text{min}}$, and $k_{\text{max}}$ are most important local morphometric variables describing the surface geometry in the vicinity of a given point of the surface. $k_n$ modeling allows to map systems of ridge and valley spurs, which combinations can form 'flow structures' associated with modern and palaeo-drainage network, lava flow systems, and the like. $k_v$ mapping allows to reveal, in particular, terraces and scarpas. $k_{\text{min}}$ modeling allows to map valleys and local convex landforms. $k_{\text{max}}$ mapping allows to reveal ridges and local concave landforms. Second, CA is the most important nonlocal morphometric variable characterizing a relative position of a given point on the surface. CA modeling allows to map, in particular, ridge and thalweg networks.

Local morphometric variables were calculated by the following equations (Shary et al., 2002; Florinsky, 2016, chap. 2):

\[
k_n = -\frac{q'r - 2pq + p^2 + q^2}{(p^2 + q^2)^{1+1/2}}.
\]

\[
k_v = -\frac{p^2r^2 + 2pq + q^2}{(p^2 + q^2)^{1+1/2}}.
\]

\[
k_{\text{min}} = H - \sqrt{H^2 - K},
\]

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable (unit)</th>
<th>Definition and interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal (tangential) curvature, $k_n$ (m$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$k_n$ is the curvature of a normal section tangential to a contour line at a given point of the topographic surface. $k_n$ is a measure of flow convergence (the first mechanism of flow accumulation); gravity-driven overland and intraslope lateral flows are converged where $k_n &lt; 0$, and they are diverged where $k_n &gt; 0$. Geomorphologically, $k_n$ mapping allows revealing ridge and valley spurs (divergence and convergence areas, correspondingly), which combination reveals so-called flow structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical (profile) curvature, $k_v$ (m$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$k_v$ is the curvature of a normal section having a common tangent line with a slope line at a given point of the topographic surface. A measure of relative deceleration and acceleration of gravity-driven flows (the second mechanism of flow accumulation). Overland and intraslope lateral flows are decelerated where $k_v &lt; 0$, and they are accelerated where $k_v &gt; 0$. Geomorphologically, $k_v$ mapping allows revealing terraces and scars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal curvature, $k_{\text{min}}$ (m$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$k_{\text{min}}$ is a curvature of a principal section with the lowest value of curvature at a given point of the topographic surface. Geomorphologically, positive values of $k_{\text{min}}$ correspond to local convex landforms, while their negative values relate to valleys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal curvature, $k_{\text{max}}$ (m$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$k_{\text{max}}$ is a curvature of a principal section with the highest value of curvature at a given point of the topographic surface. Geomorphologically, positive values of $k_{\text{max}}$ correspond to ridges, while their negative values relate to local concave landforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catchment area, CA (m$^2$)</td>
<td>CA is an area of a closed figure formed by a contour segment at a given point of the topographic surface and two flow lines coming from upslope to the contour segment ends. CA is a measure of the contributing area. Geomorphologically, CA mapping allows revealing ridge and thalweg networks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ k_{\text{max}} = H + \sqrt{H^2 - K}, \]  

where \( H \) and \( K \) are mean and Gaussian curvatures, correspondingly:

\[ H = -\frac{(1 + q^2)r - 2pq + (1 + p^2)}{2q(1 + p^2 + q^2)}, \]

\[ K = \frac{r - s^2}{(1 + p^2 + q^2)}. \]

\( p, q, r, s, \) and \( t \) are the first and second partial derivatives of elevation (2):

\[ p = \frac{\partial z}{\partial x}, \quad q = \frac{\partial z}{\partial y}, \quad r = \frac{\partial^2 z}{\partial x^2}, \quad s = \frac{\partial^2 z}{\partial x \partial y}, \quad t = \frac{\partial^2 z}{\partial y^2}. \]

To calculate local morphometric variables, we applied a finite-difference method intended for spheroidal equal angular grids (Florinsky, 1998, 2016, pp. 126–132). Digital models of a nonlocal morphometric variable (i.e., \( \Theta \)) were derived from the smoothed DEMs by a method of Martz and de Jong (1988) adapted to spheroidal equal angular grids (Florinsky, 2016, pp. 137–139).

To estimate linear sizes of spheroidal trapezoidal windows in DEM smoothing and morphometric calculation (Florinsky, 2016, pp. 132–133), recommended values of the major and minor semi-axes of the Martian ellipsoid (3,396,190 m and 3,376,200 m – Duxbury et al., 2002) were used for Mars; the Moon was considered as a sphere with the radius of 1,738,000 m. The global DEMs were processed as virtually closed spheroidal matrices of elevations. Each global model included 1,036,800 points (the matrix 1440×720).

Then, we visualized global maps of the calculated topographic attributes in the equiangular projection (Fig. 1). Wide dynamic ranges usually characterize morphometric variables. To avoid loss of information on spatial distribution of their values in mapping, it makes sense to apply a logarithmic transform using the following expression (Shary et al., 2002; Florinsky, 2016, p. 244):

\[ \Theta' = \sin(\Theta'\ln(1 + 10^\gamma[0])), \]

where \( \Theta \) and \( \Theta' \) are an initial and log-transformed values of a morphometric variable, respectively; \( n = 0 \) for elevation and nonlocal variables, \( n = 2, \ldots, 18 \) for local variables. Such a form of logarithmic transformation considers that dynamic ranges of some topographic attributes include both positive and negative values. Selection of the \( n \) value depends on the grid size; we used \( n = 9 \).

Data processing was performed by the software LandLORD (Florinsky, 2016, p. 413).

### 2.2. Three-dimensional modeling

To develop the desktop system of virtual morphometric globes, we decided to utilize an existing real-time 3D graphics engine (e.g., Unreal Engine 4 (Epic Games, 2004–2016), Blender 2.76b (Blender Foundation, 2015), and some others). Using a small global DEM of the Earth with the resolution of 30' (Florinsky, 2008a), we analyzed possibilities of such engines constructing of a simple virtual globe. The preference was given to free software with open source and an advanced system of visual logic programming. Finally, we chose the package Blender 2.76b. Its advantages are as follows:

1. It includes a real-time 3D graphics Blender Game Engine (BGE).
2. There are advanced internal facilities for 3D object modeling in Blender.
3. The stability of Blender compared with other graphics engines.
4. The seamless integration of BGE and Blender Editor guarantees accuracy and predictability of 3D models visualized in real-time programs.
5. The Blender’s internal programming language is Python, which became in fact the standard language of modern scientific computing.
6. The openness of the Blender source code allows, if necessary, to modify or improve BGE as well as to implement specialized tools in Blender Editor.

To construct a 3D model of the globe, we selected a UV map of a sphere (U and V are axes of a 2D texture of a 3D object) divided into 1152 rectangular polygons; that is, a sphere tessellated into 48×24 spherical trapezoids with sizes of 7.5°×7.5° (Fig. 2). A reasonably smooth representation of such a sphere can be achieved using the Phong shading model (Phong, 1975), one of the simplest and most effective algorithms in terms of computing resources.

Global morphometric maps, presented in the equiangular projection and saved in the TIFF format (Fig. 1), were superimposed to the sphere as textures influencing the Color and Emit channels, responsible for the color and luminosity of an object. It was done to avoid (1) glares on the surface of the globe, and (2) need for light sources traditionally complicating real-time rendering of the scenes.

To create a latitude-longitude grid on the globe, we used a UV map of such a grid with the grid size of 7.5°. The UV map was imposed to the sphere surface, over a morphometric texture, as the second, semi-transparent texture.

The globe rotation was performed using the Mouse actuator (the Look mode) embedded in BGE. Two mouse sensors (Mouse Event Movement and Mouse Event Left Button) were linked by the And controller. The globe rotation was also implemented using cursor movement keys of the keyboard.

The scaling (zooming) of the globe was performed using both mouse and keyboard. The BGE camera was connected with two logical chains including two mouse sensors (Mouse Wheel Down and Mouse Wheel Up) as well as two key sensors (Numpad + and Numpad –). They were linked with the Motion actuators providing the BGE camera motion along the Y-axis (Fig. 3).

All morphometric globes were generated as individual scenes within a project of the Blender Editor. To switch between scenes, a corresponding logic was created including a main menu. Finally, the Blender project was assembled into a standalone desktop program using the Blender standard tools (saved as Game Engine Runtime).

### 3. Results and discussion

Figs. 4 and 5 show examples (screenshots) of the developed morphometric globes for Mars and the Moon. In both cases, the scene screenshots were made for the same position of the six globes relative to the observer.

For Mars (Fig. 4), one can see most of the Western hemisphere, including the Tharsis region (Tharsis Montes, Alba Mons, Daedalia Planum, Syria Planum) and Olympus Mons in the central and lower parts of the scenes; Amazonis and Arcadia Planitias in the left part of the scenes; a western portion of Vastitas Borealis in the upper part of the scenes; Tempe Terra, Echus Chasma, Valles Marineris, and Solis...
Planum in the right part of the scenes; as well as a northern portion of Terra Sirenum in left lower part of the scenes.

For the Moon (Fig. 5), one can see a south-western portion of the Near side in the central, right, upper and lower parts of the scenes. Also, a small southeastern portion of the Far side can be seen in the left part of the scenes. In particular, these include Oceanus Procellarum, Mares
Fig. 4. Mars, morphometric globes: (a) elevation, (b) catchment area, (c) horizontal curvature, (d) vertical curvature, (e) minimal curvature, and (f) maximal curvature. The places cited in the text are indicated on the elevation scene as follows: 1 – Alba Mons, 2 – Amazonis Planitia, 3 – Arcadia Planitia, 4 – Arsia Mons, 5 – Cyane Fossae, 6 – Daedalia Planum, 7 – Echus Chasma, 8 – Olympus Mons, 9 – Solis Planum, 10 – Syria Planum, 11 – Tempe Terra, 12 – Terra Sirenum, 13 – Tharsis Montes, 14 – Valles Marineris, 15 – Vastitas Borealis.
Fig. 5. The Moon, morphometric globes: (a) elevation, (b) catchment area, (c) horizontal curvature, (d) vertical curvature, (e) minimal curvature, and (f) maximal curvature. The places cited in the text are indicated on the elevation scene as follows: 1 – Mare Humorum, 2 – Mare Nubium, 3 – Mare Orientale, 4 – Montes Cordillera, 5 – Oceanus Procellarum.
Humorium and Nubium, Montes Cordillera, Mare Orientale, and many smaller craters.

Morphometric globes clearly represent peculiarities of planetary topography, according to the physical and mathematical sense of a particular morphometric variable, so these globes complement each other. For example, catchment area (Table 1) measures an upslope area potentially drained through a point on the topographic surface. On the CA globe of Mars (Fig. 4b), the planetary network of ridges is delineated by low values of CA as white lines, while valleys and canyons are delineated by high values of CA as black lines; depressions (basins) are represented as dark areas (high values of CA). Calderas of large volcanoes (e.g., Tharsis Montes, Alba Mons, and Olympus Mons) are revealed as dark areas (high values of CA indicating depressions) surrounded by white 'rings' (low values of CA indicating circular crests). Impact craters are similarly delineated on the CA globe of the Moon (Fig. 5b).

Horizontal curvature (Table 1) delineates areas of flow divergence and convergence (positive and negative values, yellow and blue patterns, correspondingly), which form so-called flow structures. On the $k_h$ globe of Mars (Fig. 4d), one can see several huge, fan-like systems of flow structures. Three of them begin on the northern, western, and southern slopes of Alba Mons. They go north to Vastitas Borealis, west to Arcadia Planitia, and southwest to Cyane Fossae trough between Alba and Olympus Montes. Another one system of flow structures begins on the southern and western slopes of Arsia Mons (the southernmost of the three Tharsis Montes) and goes south to Daedalia Planum as well as west and northwest to the Amazonis Planitia. For the Moon, the $k_h$ globe (Fig. 5c) represents cell-like patterns resulting from a predominance of craters at the global scale.

Vertical curvature (Table 1) measures relative acceleration and deceleration of flows (positive and negative values, yellow and blue patterns, correspondingly). Geomorphologically, $k_v$ delineates escarpments, terraces, and similar features. On the $k_v$ globe of Mars (Fig. 4d), one can particularly see the eastern cliff-like boundary of Amazonis Planitia, escarpments of Olympus, Alba, and Tharsis Montes, as well as a system of terrace-like features in the northern part of Vastitas Borealis. These features relate to northern margin of the fan-like system of flow structures beginning on the northern slopes of Alba Mons (see above). On the $k_v$ globe of the Moon (Fig. 5d), ring mountains of craters are delineated including three concentric rings of mountains around the basin of Mare Orientale.

Minimal curvature (Table 1) reveals local convex landforms, such as 'hills' (positive values, yellow patterns) and elongated concave landforms, such as troughs (negative values, blue patterns) (Figs. 4e and 5e). Maximal curvature (Table 1) reveals local concave landforms, such as small impact basins (negative values, blue patterns) and elongated convex landforms (positive values, yellow patterns) (Figs. 4f and 5f).

For the same angular resolution of 15', morphometric globes of Mars and the Moon have distinct linear resolution (around 14.8 km and 7.6 km on the equator, correspondingly).

Accuracy of morphometric models depends on (a) the spatial distribution of errors in the initial DEMs, and (b) properties of computation methods. Derivation of local morphometric variables (e.g., curvatures) is based on calculations of the partial derivatives of elevation. These calculations significantly amplify random errors (or high-frequency noise) in DEMs. Derivation of nonlocal morphometric variables (e.g., catchment area) is based on flow-routing algorithms. During these computations, errors are accumulated along flow routes depending on the spatial distribution of random and systematic errors in a DEM.

Morphometric variables are functions of measured variables (viz., elevations). Thus, to estimate the accuracy of morphometric models, one can use a criterion of root mean square error of a function of measured variables (RMSE-FMV). To describe and analyze accuracy of morphometric models, one can produce RMSE-FMV models. However, this issue is beyond the scope of this paper; details can be found elsewhere (Florinsky, 1998, 2016, pp. 162–163).

4. Conclusions

We developed the desktop system of virtual morphometric globes for Mars and the Moon. The system was constructed using Blender, the open-source software for 3D modeling, visualization, and animation. The real-time testing of the developed system demonstrated its good performance.

The desktop system is rather simple: (1) data on only six morphometric variables are represented; (2) morphometric models and textures of low resolution — 15' — are used; and (3) this is a desktop software. However, we believe that virtual morphometric globes, even in the current simplified form, can be used for some small-scale planetary studies.

In a next, web version of the system, we plan: (1) to incorporate data on a representative set of morphometric variables (up to 17 variables); (2) to use morphometric textures of higher resolution (up to 30’); (3) to apply a hierarchical tessellation of the globe surface; and (4) to provide free, real-time web access to the system. The web system of virtual morphometric globes will be designed as a separate unit of a 3D web GIS for storage and access to planetary data (Garov et al., 2016), which is currently developed as an extension of an existing 2D web GIS (MEXLab, 2012–2016).

Similar morphometric globes can be also developed for other celestial bodies of the Solar system, for which global DEMs are available (e.g., Venus, Mercury, and Phobos).
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